
Legalized Shame

Change, change, change.  
Change at any cost.  
Tellingly articulated by a knowledgeable peer?
These words sent a chillingly threatening message.  
Invasive, blame-aggressive, employee-disinterested change.  Even should it require an 

unsolicited and brutally implemented character-defaming force.  Even should it rely upon actions 
which, in traditional days of a collaboratively democratic old-school management?

Would have flashed an unambiguous S.O.S. for state statute protections.  
Even should it sanction activities which, in viciously modern days now blindly dedicated 

to the reckless protection of money-magnet invasions, called upon the use of a destructive 
employee vilification.

The actual, physically visible abuse of employees – an ill-treatment generated by our 
nation’s callous insistence upon the detached “firing” of malignantly labeled (and massively 
school-score-recognized) “bad” educators – had taken on an insidiously embryonic weight.  
Little by little, the newly created, minimally regulated practices of a modern-day teacher 
evaluation (practices brought into existence by self-promoting, arms-length politicians; bell-the-
cat practices then raggedly instigated with a shocking disregard for the actual wording of law) 
began to encourage not only an immediate, undocumented dismissal?  

But an additional career-crippling public defamation.
Somewhere along the chaotically trodden path of a no-excuses “accountability” – a path 

worn ever deeper each year by the unbounded instigation of lucrative building transformations – 
a malicious threat had dropped a seed.  Now, as it was nourished; now as it was fed by a 
burgeoning club of teacher-blaming lawmakers, it took root and grew. 

If you had ever been employed inside a building producing those unacceptably lowest 
scores.

If you had ever been pushed against your will out of an invasively reformed building 
generating those unacceptably lowest scores.

If you had ever been force-placed into an alternate assignment inside any one of a 
growing number of buildings engendering those unacceptably lowest scores.

If you had ever, as you found yourself knocked about inside this frenetic game of  
punitive transformations and abruptly decided assignments, been considered too protective, too 
resistant or too expensively old; if, in the act of being too protective, too resistant or too 
expensively old, you had ever been independent enough to speak up – and in doing so?  Piss off 
any one of a continually shifting parade of thin-skinned, top-down, market-trained daddies.   

Oh, if you had ever, in any way at all?  	

Been foolish enough to call attention to yourself, and thus earn a bad teacher label.  
Well, in über-modern days calling out ever more loudly for the no-excuses production of 

statistically engendered teacher evaluations, oh, you might well become not only an unacceptable 
and unwanted employee, but – due to the years-long blame-game solution for fixing low-income 
schools?

Your character might well be publicly attacked.  
In modern days committed to the magic of an instantaneous culpability?
You might well be openly vilified and degradingly humiliated.



The self-interested, quick-fix solution for scapegoating employees in lieu of more directly 
and more particularly addressing the full (and nationally growing) lineup of academically 
debilitating social issues had engendered an immediate response; a flurry of laws – laws 
ostensibly created as a means to locate, evaluate, and retain good teachers – began to conversely 
encourage the burgeoning practice of excessively observing, deprecatingly assessing, and 
ultimately removing a growing number of suddenly identified bad educators.  As an ever more 
popular method for controlling any subversively unwanted teacher resistance, a physical 
vilification was now an ever more sinister possibility.  

Should you, in days of an aggressively implemented “change,” simply through the 
unconscionable act of a low-income culturally-different school employment, in any way warrant 
attention?

Oh, you and your untenable crime of existence:
Might well be visibly, uncompromisingly and shamefully displayed.* 

*A woman recognized for her long years of an exceptional teaching explained that while she would rather be 
working with the low-income, culturally-diverse students attending schools in her district, she is now afraid to 
pursue this interest.  And it is thus that we arrive at the truest and most effective irony of a modern-day social-
control paradigm – where those who most wish to work with challengingly dissimilar children?  No longer feel safe 
nor welcome to do so.


